The sentinel node technique is useful for studies of intestinal immunology in inflammatory bowel disease patients.
Mesenteric lymph nodes may play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of human inflammatory bowel disease. We have used the sentinel node technique to analyze mesenteric lymph nodes draining inflammatory lesions sentinel nodes and corresponding site of inflamed bowel in patients with ulcerative colitis or Crohn's disease. Thirty-two patients undergoing surgical treatment of inflammatory bowel disease were included. Sentinel nodes were identified intraoperatively. The T cells were harvested from the mesenteric lymph nodes and characterized by flow cytometry. The distribution of CD4CD62L (homing-marked) and CD4CD69 (activated) T cells was studied in mesenteric lymph nodes draining inflammation, nodes draining normal intestine, blood, and mucosa. The turnover of T cells was markedly increased in the lymph nodes connected to inflammatory segments. The immunologic activity of the sentinel lymph nodes correlated with the degree of intestinal inflammation. Mesenteric sentinel nodes provide important information about locoregional immunology and pathogenesis in inflammatory bowel disease.